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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Avalanches 2003-2010
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25741

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library



This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Avalanches 2011-2019
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25742

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library



This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Banff Centre. School of Fine Arts 1991-2014
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25743

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Canmore 2003-2014
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25744

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library



This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Museums 1947-2014
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25745

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library



This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Tourism 1990-2004
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25746

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Ski areas 1999-2019
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25747

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library



This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Public health - COVID-19 pandemic (1)
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25748

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Abstract: Select newspaper articles published in Calgary Herald newspaper
pertaining to coronovirus SARS Cov-2 which is known as COVID-19. The
disease was first discovered in December 2019 and a global pandemic
was declared in 2020.

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library



This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Films and film making to 1989
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25749

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Subjects: Motion picture

Films

Film making

Alberta

Canada

Contents: This file contains newspaper clippings pertaining to general news about
films and film making in Canada up until 1989.

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Films and film making 1990-1994
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25750

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Subjects: Motion picture

Films

Film making

Alberta

Canada

Contents: This file contains newspaper clippings pertaining to general news about
films and film making in Canada from 1990-1994.

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library



This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Films and film making 1995-1999
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25751

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Subjects: Motion picture

Films

Film making

Alberta

Canada

Contents: This file contains newspaper clippings pertaining to general news about
films and film making in Canada from 1995-1999.

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Films and film making 2000-2004
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25752

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Subjects: Motion picture

Films

Film making

Alberta

Canada

Contents: This file contains newspaper clippings pertaining to general news about
films and film making in Canada from 2000-2004.

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library



This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Films and film making 2005-2009
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25753

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Subjects: Motion picture

Films

Film making

Alberta

Canada

Contents: This file contains newspaper clippings pertaining to general news about
films and film making in Canada from 2005-2009.

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Films and film making 2010-2014
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25754

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Subjects: Motion picture

Films

Film making

Alberta

Canada

Contents: This file contains newspaper clippings pertaining to general news about
films and film making in Canada from 2010-2014.

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library



This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Films and film making 2015-2019
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25755

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Subjects: Motion picture

Films

Film making

Alberta

Canada

Contents: This file contains newspaper clippings pertaining to general news about
films and film making in Canada from 2015-2019.

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Films and film making 2020-
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25756

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Subjects: Motion picture

Films

Film making

Alberta

Canada

Contents: This file contains newspaper clippings pertaining to general news about
films and film making in Canada from 2020.

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library



This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Films and film making - Motion pictures 2000-2010
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25757

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Subjects: Motion picture

Films

Film making

Alberta

Canada

Contents: This file contains newspaper clippings pertaining to motion pictures
filmed in Alberta from 2000-2010. Notable films featured in the file
include: The Claim (2000), orginially titled Kingdom Come; Open Range
(2003) starring Kevin Costner and Robert Duvall; Brokeback Mountain
(2005) starring Jake Gyllenhaal and Heath Ledger; The Assassination of
Jesse James by the Coward Robert Ford (2007) starring Brad Pitt and
Casey Affleck; and Inception (2010) starring Leonardo DiCaprio, Joseph
Gordon-Levitt and Elliot Page.

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Films and film making - Motion pictures 2011-2019
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25758

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Subjects: Motion picture

Films

Film making

Alberta

Canada

Contents: This file contains newspaper clippings pertaining to motion pictures
filmed in Alberta from 2011-2019. Notable films featured in the file
include: The Right Kind of Wrong (2013); Forsaken (2015) starring Kiefer
Sutherland and Donald Sutherland; Diablo (2015) starring Scott
Eastwood; Drawing Home (2016); Burn Your Maps (2016) starring Vera
Farmiga and Jacob Tremblay; Cold Pursuit (2019) starring Liam Neeson
and Laura Dern; and Jumanji: The Next Level (2019) starring Dwayne
Johnson, Jack Black and Kevin Hart.

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library



This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Films and film making - Motion pictures 2020-
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25759

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Subjects: Motion picture

Films

Film making

Alberta

Canada

Contents: This file contains newspaper clippings pertaining to motion pictures
filmed in Alberta from 2020. Notable films featured in the file include:
Land (2021) starring Robin Wright; and Ghostbusters: Afterlife (2021)
starring Paul Rudd.

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Films and film making - Motion pictures to 1999
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/catalogue25760

Medium: Library - Newsfile (Subject files)

Subjects: Motion picture

Films

Film making

Alberta

Canada

Contents: This file contains newspaper clippings pertaining to motion pictures
filmed in Alberta up until 1999. Notable films featured in the file include:
Superman III (1983) starring Christopher Reeve and Richard Pryor; Tom
Alone (1989); Legends of the Fall (1994) starring Brad Pitt and Anthony
Hopkins; Last of the Dogmen (1995) starring Tom Berenger; Wings of
Courage (1995); The Edge (1997), originally titled Bookworm, starring
Anthony Hopkins and Alec Baldwin; and Mystery, Alaska (1999) starring
Russell Crowe and Burt Reynolds.

Call Number: NEWSFILE

Collection: Archives Library
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